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We discuss here three topics: progress on connement, progress on
semi-relativistic Hamiltonians, and progress on hadron spectroscopy.
1 Progress on Connement
I would like to say that I am very much impressed by the eorts to understand connement.
Not everything of what we heard can be true, though sometimes a given fact can be seen from
points of view apparently conicting.
I must say that I was delighted to hear Yuvaal Ne'eman, freed from his political and military
duties, swimming \comme un poisson dans l'eau", in the latest developments of superstring
theory by Seiberg and Witten and proposing a possible mechanism for connement.
However, more traditional approaches like the ux tubes, dual string theory, also give a
possible answer.
Finally, after a visit to Budapest, I would like to remind you that Volodia Gribov has his
own views on connement in which quarks, and not only gluons, are essential, and that his
unorthodox point of view should not be discarded a priori. Gribov has been so often right in
the past that it could still be the case in this instance.
2 A Progress Report on Semi-Relativistic Hamiltonians
It happens that many people in this audience are or have been interested in semi-relativistic
Hamiltonians. They appear, in some approximation schemes as natural limits of relativistic
equations, like the Bethe-Salpeter equation. They represent the most nave and the most nat-
ural way to take into account relativistic eects. Their defects are known: problems with
centre-of-mass motion and with gauge invariance. However, they incorporate a basic and es-















. In this way, one obtains a completely non-local Hamiltonian, of which people
might have been afraid of in the 20's or the 30's but not anymore now.
The prototype is the \Herbst" equation
1
, i.e., the semi-relativistic equation for a particle















self-adjoint for  
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However, there were some numerical indications from Hardekopf and Sucher
2
that, even at
the critical coupling, the lower bound might be strictly positive. This was proved by Raynal,
Roy, Singh, Stubbe and myself in 1992
3
. The strategy consists in noticing that, for the special
case of a Coulomb potential, which has a strictly negative Fourier transform, the ground state
wave function in p space is everywhere positive and it can be shown, by using the mean-value






for any positive trial function (p). We have succeeded to nd a clever trial function and in this
way obtained a lower bound on the energy which has an accuracy (established by a comparison
with a variational upper bound) which is better than
1
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It is interesting to compare this semi-relativistic equation with a more familiar relativistic















A conjecture made by S.M. Roy and myself back in 1989
4
is that for all levels, characterized




(n; `) > E
Klein Gordon
(n; `) ;




This conjecture was proved for n = 0, arbitrary `, by a variational argument. For n 6= 0,
the support for the conjecture comes from a comparison of the expansions of E(n; `) for Herbst




ln(). It is easy to prove, assuming that the expansions are at








! 0 ; for ! 0 :
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For zero angular momentum, i.e., ` = 0, Le Yaouanc, Oliver and Raynal
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, and Vairo and
Brambilla
6



















































The dierence, therefore, behaves like 
5
, with a positive coecient, in agreement with our
conjecture.
For ` 6= 0, Brambilla and Vairo
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This was actually anticipated by Roy and myself.
Very recently, I have succeeded to calculate directly the leading term in the dierence
between the \Herbst" and Klein-Gordon energies, by a term by term comparison and by using
completeness relations. The result, which can be written for an arbitrary potential (there we









































with N = n+ ` + 1.
This dierence is becoming extremely small for large `, so small that it is not completely
obvious that the tests of the fact that the  meson satises the Klein-Gordon equation in
mesonic atoms are meaningful. This question should be re-examined.
There are also upper bounds on the ground state energy. An obvious one is
E < m+ 
non relativistic
;



















as explicitly shown in a recent preprint by Lucha and Schoberl, to appear in Phys.Rev. A (in




To my knowledge, there are three approaches to hadron spectroscopy: QCD sum rules, lattice
QCD, and potential models. QCD sum rules have had some nice successes, striclty restricted
to ground states of systems, i.e., states with no radial excitations, but only spin or orbital
angular momentum excitations. Lattice QCD is the most fundamental approach and should
give perfect results, especially when one avoids the \quenched approximation". Its limitation
is connected with the power and the speed of computers. Also in lattice QCD, it is not easy to
reach radial excitations, because the energies are obtained by looking at the exponential decay
of certain operators in Euclidean space and this exponential decay is dominated by the ground
state.
In fact I must tell you that before attending this meeting I had been rather upset by the
triumphalist article of Donald Weingarten
7
in \Scientic American" of February this year. A
table with nine entries is presented. There are at least four arbitrary parameters. Yet the
central mass of the combination
1
3
(xi + sigma + proton) is 80 MeV away from experiment,
and the central value of the mass of the 

 
(experimentally 1672, not 1676) is 96 MeV away.
It is not an excuse that the theoretical uncertainty is large. It means that we are still very far
from the goal. Fortunately I have been reconciled with lattice QCD after listening to the talk
of Christine Davies at this conference on quarkonium spectroscopy. I have been impressed by
the predictions of the ne and hyperne structure of charmonium and by the fact that once the
J=    separation has been adjusted the mass of the  
0
comes out reasonably well, though
with a large uncertainty. Similarly her prediction of the bc mass agrees with the more accurate
potential model predictions (and with the candidate recently discovered by Aleph. This is a
post-conference remark). Yet, as I said before, the major handicap of lattice QCD calculation is
that, because of the way information is extracted, high radial excitations are dicult to obtain.
One way out would be to calculate the potential associated with the ground state wave function
of the cc system (which they can calculate), by inverting the supposed Schrodinger equation:






and then use this potential to calculate the radial excitations. This procedure necessitates an
act of faith which some lattice qcdists will accept and some not: that there is an underlying
potential reproducing the lattice QCD calculation.
This is a good place to turn to potential models, which have seduced me since 1981, in
spite of the fact that many of my friends tried to discourage me to persist in such an unjustied
approach, which remain still now unjustied. But I am happy to have been \persistant" because
new experimental results have been obtained, and that they agree beautifully with the very
nave model that I invented very long ago, in 1981
8
, which is the following: One considers only
systems made of \heavy" quarks. \Heavy" includes the strange quark, following a suggestion
of Gell-Mann. The central potential is given (in powers of GeV) as


























is adjusted to t the J=   
c
splitting. No attempt is made to t the ne splittings of the
` = 1 or ` = 2 states for which we predict only the weighted average of the mass.
The table gives a summary of the results obtained for the mesons made of c; s; b quarks and
the corresponding antiquarks. If there is any request to know the energy of an excited state
which is missing in this table, the answer can be provided rapidly, since we have a complete
table of energies for unit strength of the potential and unit mass, from which we can get the
actual central energy by scaling.
The table we present is a copy of the original table, with the addition of experimental results
which were not known in 1981, and even 1990 for some of them like the mass of the B
s
meson.
The new results come from experiments done at DESY (Argus), LEP, and Fermilab. Since
nothing has been changed in the model, the agreement between \theory" and experiment is
still more impressive. The 
c




we consider its experimental value very doubtful. The only serious discrepancy is the 40 MeV
shift of the 1P states of the upsilon, well understood because of the bad treatment of short





D to be well treated by a single channel potential model. For the same
reason, one should not expect a better agreement for the 
0
.






















(here we quote a more accurate calculation than the original reference). This is to be compared




= 1672 MeV :




= 1768 69MeV :





























= 2706:8 1 MeV ;
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= 2708 MeV :
We cannot deny that there can be a part of luck in this fantastic agreement, but, on the









) = 2760 MeV ;
which should be seen as 

c














= 4787 MeV. The latter is a beautiful animal loved by Bjorken
12
because
it consists purely of charm. We may hope to see these states some day at the Tevatron, at
Fermilab, or we might have to wait for the LHC.
My conclusion is that if you want to know the mass of a particle and if you have little time
(in years!) and little money you should forget all your prejudices and use potential models.
This is, in fact, even true to a large extent for systems containing light quarks, which is still
more mysterious.
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Table 1: Masses and relative leptonic widths for cc, b

b, ss, cs, bs, bc
Quark States Theory Experiment Theory Experiment
System
cc J= 3.095 3.097 1 1
 
0
3.687 3.686 0.40 0.46  0.06
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b  9.46 9.46 1 1

0
10.02 10.02 0.51 0.45  0.05

00
10.36 10.35 0.35 0.32  0.05

000

























































These experimental numbers have been obtained after the initial t in 1981.
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